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Abstract
This report follows the process of developing a website for cognitive behavioural therapy using the
web development framework Symfony. The purpose was to find out if it is appropriate to use
Symfony to ease development and maintenance of a website for therapy. For this to be true the
framework had to be able to help create a website that was secure, user-friendly and easy to
maintain.
The website was developed using several features of the framework including database abstraction,
automatic code generation and URL-rewriting. A plugin was used to enhance the security by adding a
complete solution for user authentication. The website was tested by using built-in test functionality
of the framework that could run test on functions or emulating a browser visiting the website.
During the development the framework was tested and evaluated. The worst drawback turned out to
be Symfonys steep learning curve, its security solution that only worked if the website was installed
correctly and its slow loading time. Except those faults the framework performed well and was easy
to use ones the initial learning time was over.
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1 Introduction
This thesis report follows the process of creating a website for cognitive behavioural therapy using
the web development framework Symfony. Focus is on what benefits and disadvantages that comes
from using a framework like Symfony.
Ever since the World Wide Web was invented in 1990s the use of internet has increased in a rapid
way. Internet is today part of everyday life for many people and there are websites for almost all
kinds of services. One of these services that recently have become popular is to offer medical
treatment, such as cognitive behavioural therapy, on internet.
Cognitive behavioural therapy is a form of psychotherapy that aims to help solve problems in peoples
life such as anxiety, depression and eating disorder. It is a combination of cognitive therapy that
helps with how humans think and behavioural therapy that deals with how humans react to those
thoughts. (Cognitive Behavioural Therapy, 2010)
Compared to websites made in the beginning of World Wide Web, when they were presenting static
information, the websites of today are generally much larger, more complex and often works with
dynamic data stored in a database (Jazayer, 2007). Frameworks exist to make development of
websites more efficient by offering a collection of well written solutions for common problems.
The trend towards the reuse of software components through design patterns, class
libraries, and frameworks continues and will greatly influence future software
development. One expected impact of component reuse is that software will increasingly
be viewed as a resource to be used rather than as something to be produced.
(Watanabe, 1997)
Experienced designers generally reuse solutions that have worked in the past rather than solving
every problem from first principles (Gamma, Helm, Johnson, & Vlissides, 2005). By using a framework
the developer does not need to spend as much time reinventing already existing solutions and can
focus more on other aspects of the development process.
The thesis work was initiated by a request from an therapist who wanted to start up an internet
based service for therapy. The therapy website was created using several features of Symfony to
ease the development.

1.1 Thesis question
The purpose of this thesis work is to evaluate if it is appropriate to use a web development
framework to ease implementation and maintenance of a website for therapy treatments.
1

1.2 Limitations
Since the website was made for a thesis work, with a set amount of time, some limitations had to be
made to ensure that the website did not take too long to develop. One of these limitations was that
no functionality for paying with credit card would be implemented in this work. This was due to the
time it would take and the security vulnerabilities it would involve. Users who want to follow a
treatment program can instead show their interest by signing up in a form and the actual money
transaction are handled on a user to user basis through e-mail or private messages. The website was
however made so that it is easy to extend it with new functionality, making it possible to add a more
advanced paying system in the future.
The website was made to comply with W3C’s code standard for XHTML and CSS to ensure
compatibility with as many web browsers as possible. The website was tested in current versions of
Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Safari, Google Chrome and Opera. Older browsers that did not
follow W3C’s code standard was not supported.
The website was built using Symfony 1.2 which was the current stable version at the time. Added
functionality from newer versions is not included in this thesis work.

1.3 Methods and Sources
The website was built using prototyping to test design ideas without the need to code underlying
functionality and the prototypes was based on feedback and images provided by the customer. The
website and its database were then created based on those prototypes using several features of the
framework to ease the development.
The literature used for this thesis consisted of official documentation for Symfony and scientific
papers obtained on internet. The most important documentation for the framework called The
Definitive Guide to Symfony existed as a printed book but was not used since it only covered Symfony
1.0. The free online version covered the same content and was also updated for Symfony 1.2.

1.4 Audience
The report is intended foremost for people with basic knowledge in web programming and database
management.
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1.5 Report structure
Below follows a short review of the following chapters in the report:


2 Analysis:
This chapter lists design goals for the website and explains how parts, including the
treatment programs and the forum, were designed.



3 Implementing with Symfony:
Introduction to the framework, its structure and its features. Several common web
programming problems are highlighted and shown how they are solved with the framework.



4 Result: Implementation and testing:
Describes how the website was implemented using Symfony and how problems that came up
during the implementation could be solved with the help of the framework. Also shows how
Symfony made testing of the website easier by providing built in test functionality.



5 Discussion:
This chapter discusses how using a framework helps improving web development, how initial
choices was made for the project and what future work that can be done to improve the
website.



6 Conclusion:
Discusses the conclusion to the thesis work. Includes an answer to the question if Symfony is
an appropriate tool to use for development of therapy websites.

3
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2 Analysis
The design for the website was developed in collaboration with the customer. The goal was to create
a solution where users could follow therapy programs that contained theoretical information,
exercises and a communication between the user and therapist. The website was also designed to
have a simple forum and private message functionality. The graphical layout of the website were
based on images provided by the customer, see Illustration 1.

Illustration 1: Layout image provided by the customer

2.1 Design goals
The following goals were set for the website:


Users should be able to follow treatment programs setup by the site owner.



The website should have a forum with basic moderation functionality.



The layout should be clean, easy to understand and easy to manoeuvre.



The website should have a simple yet effective administration interface.



The website should work on all modern web browsers and comply with W3C’s code standard
for XHTML and CSS.



Users should be able to completely delete their accounts including all posts made by the user
on the forum.
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2.2 Treatment programs
The idea for the treatment programs was to split them into parts that users had to do in a set order
to complete a program, see Illustration 2. For each part users had to carry out three steps: first
obtain information in a Theory step, then send in answer in a Exercise step and last discuss about the
current subject and the exercise with a therapist in a Feedback step.

Start

Part 1

Part 2

Theory

Part 3

Goal

Part X

Feedback
Exercise

Illustration 2: Treatment program

2.3 Forum
The forum was designed so that the forums are split into threads that contain posts associated with
the specific thread, see Illustration 3. For the forum to be usable the moderation functionality should
include the ability to lock threads, paste threads, move threads, delete threads, edit threads, edit
posts and delete posts.

Post
Thread
Post
Forum
Post
Thread

Post
Post

Illustration 3: Forum
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2.4 Additional parts
Besides the treatment programs and forum there were some additional parts of the website that
needed to be created in order to accomplish the goals. One of these parts needed to let the site
owner publish news and information to the members. This was solved by creating an article section
on the website, accessible only to registered members, which worked like a blog for the site owner.
To make the articles more interesting the blog was designed to support text formatting, either
through BBCode1 or if possible a simple text editor for website forms.
To make the website feel like a community for people interested in personal health and therapy, it
was designed to let the users set up profile pages with information about themselves. Since the
website deals with very personal topics the users have to actively choose to make the profile public
before it can be seen by anyone else. The website was also designed to let users send messages to
other members through a simple messaging system.

1

A simple markup language used to format posts on message boards.
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3 Implementing with Symfony
Symfony is a web development framework created by Fabien Potencier, CEO of the French web
agency Sensio. It was originally created exclusively for Sensio but was later released to the public
under an open source license. The framework is written in PHP 5 and is compatible with many of the
popular database engines including MySQL and Microsoft SQL Server. (Potencier & Zaninotto, 2009)
Some of Symfonys strengths are:


Ability to generate code.



Database independency.



Separation of application data from its presentation.



Built in validation and repopulation of forms.



Support of a wide range of community created plugins.



Well written documentation.

3.1 Architecture
Symfonys code organization is based on the Model View Controller (MVC) architecture, a design
pattern often used for web applications. It describes a way to separate business logic from its
presentation by splitting the application into three different parts, see Illustration 4. The Model
contains all data and logic, the View renders its screen representation and the Controller handles the
user interaction. The pattern is used to produce code that is reusable and easy to maintain. (Gamma,
Helm, Johnson, & Vlissides, 2005)

Controller

Model

View

Illustration 4: Model View Controller design pattern
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Illustration 5 shows how the Model View Controller design pattern is implemented in the framework.
The arrows represent how requests and responses are sent between the different parts.

Request

Response
Front controller

Controller

View

Model

Database

Illustration 5: Symfonys implementation of the Model View Controller pattern

In Symfony the Controller consist of functions that are called actions. Each action is associated with a
webpage and will run when that page is requested. The action is responsible of retrieving user input,
making required calls to the Model and preparing data for the View. Symfony also use a Front
controller which deals with tasks common to the whole application, including security handling and
loading of configuration files. (Potencier & Zaninotto, 2009)
The Model includes all functions operating on the database and is split into a data access layer and a
database abstraction layer to ensure that no data access function will use any database dependent
queries. (Potencier & Zaninotto, 2009)
The View consist of a layout and a template where the layout contains the design that is common to
several pages, like the menu and the graphical design, and the template contains the design for a
specific page. (Potencier & Zaninotto, 2009)
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Websites in Symfony can be divided into multiple Applications that run independently of each other.
In general websites will have one Application that regular users access (frontend) and one for
administration (backend). (Potencier & Zaninotto, 2009)
Illustration 6 shows how files are organized in Symfony. An Application contains Modules that
represent a collection of one or more pages with a similar purpose. A Module contains Action
functions and Template files.

Application

Module

Action
Action
functions
Action

Module

Template
Action
files
Action

Action
Action
functions
Action

Template
Action
files
Action

Illustration 6: Symfonys file organization

3.2 Object Relational Mapping
Object Relational Mapping (ORM) is a method that maps relational logic into object logic and can be
used to work with relational databases in an object oriented way. With an ORM a table in the
database is seen as a class and a specific row in the table is seen as an object. (Orság, 2006)
Symfony use the open source library Propel as its default ORM. By defining the database structure in
a schema file, following syntax similar to SQL, Propel can generate all code needed to create and
access a database. It also generates base classes for all tables in the database. (Propel, 2010)
One of the benefits of using an ORM is that it encourages database independency by not letting the
developer write any database specific queries. All calls to the model are instead automatically
translated by the ORM into queries specific for the current database. Changing the database engine
11

used in a Symfony project is as simple as changing one line in a configuration file. (Potencier &
Zaninotto, 2009)
Code snippet 1 shows an example of how a record can be inserted into a MySQL database using only
regular PHP code. The problem with this approach is that the code easily gets difficult to read when
mixing PHP with SQL queries and since it is practically hardcoded for MySQL it would require code
rewriting to migrate the website to another database engine.

// SQL code for inserting a red car into the car table
$sql = "INSERT INTO cars (color) VALUES('red')";
// Executes the SQL querry, storing the car in the database
mysql_query($sql);

Code snippet 1: Storing data in a MySQL database with PHP

Code snippet 2 shows how the same insertion is made with Symfonys ORM. A car object is created
like a normal object and its variables are set with functions generated by the ORM. When the save
function for the object is called a corresponding record is added to the database. Notice how no
actual database code is needed, all database related code is instead handled by the ORM.

// Create a new car object
$car = new Car();
// Set the colour attribute of the car
$car->setColor("red");
// Store the car into the car table in the database
$car->save();

Code snippet 2: Storing data in a database with Propel
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3.3 Database generation
One of the first steps in the implementation of a website is to build a database from a previously
created database design. Generally this involves translating the relational table design into SQL
queries manually or with the help of a graphical interface. Creating the database this way can
however be time consuming and error-prone if things change later during the project. Since the
database is created for one particular database engine it is also hard to migrate the website if
needed to another engine. This is especially true if no database abstraction layer has been used and
might in that case require a major code rewrite for the website.
Instead of manually creating a database it can be generated by Symfony with the help of Propel. This
is done by describing all tables and their relations in a schema file. Code snippet 3 shows an example
of how a table for articles can be described.

propel:
article:
id:
title:
lead:
text:
created_at:
updated_at:

~
{ type: varchar(255), required: true }
{ type: longvarchar, required: false }
{ type: longvarchar, required: true }
~
~

Code snippet 3: schema.yml example

The table in this example is named article and has id, title, lead, text, created_at and updated_at as
attributes. Notice how the attribute types of title, lead and text are described while id, created_at
and updated_at are not. This is because Symfony will automatically recognize names including id,
created_at and updated_at. By adding a single tilde the framework is told to use its default values for
that particular field. The id field will become a primary key of type integer with auto increment,
created_at and updated_at will both have datetime type and will automatically be updated when the
record is created or updated. Symfony can also be told to automatically create foreign keys, for
instance if another table existed with the attribute article_id, Symfony would detect it as a reference
to the article table and create foreign keys for it.
The syntax for the schema file uses the YAML format as do most of Symfonys configuration files.
YAML is a human-friendly data serialization language that is designed to work well for common use
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cases such as configuration files and log files. It is easy to read and fast to write since its structure
depend on indentation instead of tags. (Ben-Kiki & Evans, 2010)
When the schema file is complete the database can be generated by running a command. Besides
the tables Symfony also generates all classes needed by Propel. The generated base classes
represents tables and contains getters and setters for all attributes and functions for saving, updating
and deleting records. In addition so called base peer classes are generated that contains functions
working on all records in a table. Since all base classes are generated and can be regenerated no
manual editing should be done in them. Developers should instead put all extended functionality in a
separate class that inherits from a base class and will not be changed even if the base class is
regenerated.

3.4 Forms and input validation
A time consuming task that web developers generally have to deal with are forms. Since forms often
are the primary way that users use to communicate with the website, security and usability aspects
becomes very important. Creating forms involves dealing with problems like input validation and
repopulation of fields. (Potencier & Zaninotto, 2009)
In Symfony forms are seen as objects which contain widgets, which represent form fields and are set
up by the developer in a configuration function. The form can be rendered in the template by
printing the object. It is also possible to customize the design of the form by rendering one element
at a time. (Symfony, 2009)
Like it is possible to generate code for the database it is also possible to generate code for the
websites forms. By executing a command to Symfony from a terminal, form objects for each table in
the database can be created. The widget type and label name is determined based on the data type
and name of the field attributes in the model.
Code snippet 4 shows an example of how a generated contact form can be configured. The unset()
function is used to tell Symfony what fields from the table that should not be shown in the form and
setValidators() is used to add validation for fields. If validation fails for a field, an error message will
be produced and shown to the user.

14

class ContactForm extends BaseContactForm
{
public function configure()
{
unset( $this['created_at'], $this['id'] );
$this->widgetSchema->setLabels(array(
'name'
=> 'Your name',
'mail'
=> 'Your e-mail',
'message' => 'Message',
));
$this->setValidators(array(
'name'
=> new sfValidatorString(
array('required' => true)),
'mail'
=> new sfValidatorEmail(),
'message' => new sfValidatorString(
array('min_length' => 10)),
));
}
}

Code snippet 4: Configuration of generated contact form

Symfony takes form creation even one step further by also including a CRUD2 generator which can be
used to generate modules already including actions and templates for viewing, creating, editing and
deleting fields. This makes it possible to generate a fully working website based on the database
schema. One should however note that the generated code is not secure since it lets anyone modify
fields; it is up to the developer to add the missing security requirements.

3.5 URL Routing
Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) are used by web browsers to retrieve web recourses specified by
the URL. They are generally made up of a file path to a script together with the parameters that are
needed to execute it. Using regular URLs are unsecure since they can reveal information about the
file structure and the internal workings of the website (Seung-Hyun & Seung-Hun, 2006).
Symfony tackles this problem by separating the URL from the actual server instructions needed to
perform the request. The URL can be formatted freely and are translated to the real request by
routing rules setup by the developer. Illustration 7 shows how a typical URL can be represented in a
user friendly way without revealing any folder structure by using Symfonys URL routing. (Potencier &
Zaninotto, 2009)

2

CRUD is an acronym for Create, Read, Update and Delete.
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http://example.com/a_folder/another_folder/article.php?id=5

http://example.com/article/5

Illustration 7: Routing URLs in Symfony

The routing rules are set up in a routing file unique to each application. When a request is made the
file is traversed until a rule that match the URL is found. This means that the order of the rules is
important since if multiple rules match the URL the first one will always be selected. If no rules match
the URL the browser is redirected to an error page.

show_article:
url:
param:
requirements:

/article/:id
{ module: articles, action: show }
{ id: \d+ }

Code snippet 5: URL routing rules

Code snippet 5 shows an example of how the rules for the article URL in Illustration 7 could have
been formulated. The url parameter contains the pattern that the URL is matched against. Words
with colon before them are seen as values for attributes with the same name and are matched
against anything if no extra requirements are set. An asterisk character can also be used to match
anything. The requirement parameter adds extra requirements for attributes by forcing them to
match regular expressions3. In this example the rule will only match if id is set to a positive number.
The param parameter states that the action show in the module articles should executed if the rule is
matched.
To take advantage of the routing system all links on all templates has to use the routed URLs. This
can be done manually but would not be very good since a change in the format of the URL would
require all links to be rewritten. All links should instead be made using helper classes that retrieve
3

Regular Expression is a formal language that is used to describe strings.
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the correct URL by providing it with the module and action name. It is also possible to provide the
helper with only the label of the rule which is preferred since it allows the module and action to
change name without the need to rewrite any links. Symfony was bundled with two versions of these
helpers, one that returned the URL and one that returned a complete HTML link. Illustration 8 shows
how the helpers are used in a template to create a link based on a routing rule.

url_to("articles/show?id=5")

link_to("a link","articles/show?id=5")

or

or

url_to("@show_article?id=5")

link_to("a link","@show_article?id=5")

/article/5

<a href="/article/5">a link</a>

Illustration 8: URL helpers

3.6 Pagination
For websites that stores data that can grow dynamically over time it is important to figure out how to
present all its potential information in an efficient way. An easy way for a programmer to do this is to
list everything on one single page in a long list. That is however not a good solution when considering
loading time and user friendliness since the list could theoretically become infinitely long. Instead the
data needs to be split over multiple pages. This can be done by performing an equation to figure out
how many pages that is needed and what range of list items that should go on each page. When a
page is requested only the items for that specific page is retrieved from the database.
Instead of forcing the developer to write a custom pagination class the framework comes with its
own pagination solution. By selecting a table and choosing number of items per page Symfonys pager
object can divide the table rows into pages. A database criteria object can also be provided to
customize the set of items that the pager works on.
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3.7 Administration interface
One of Symfonys great strengths is its ability to generate administration interfaces. Like the
previously described form generator the administration generator can generate all functions needed
to edit elements in a database table but with a more useful interface. The biggest difference is
however that instead of providing code by running a command, the actual code for the page is
generated directly in the cache when the page is requested. Since the code only exists for a limited
time no editing can be done to the file directly. The pages are instead customized by setting
generation variables in a configuration file for each page. This approach makes it easy to setup the
pages at the cost of less control. Illustration 9 shows a generated interface for a database table
containing user groups for a website.

Illustration 9: A generated administration interface

3.8 Internationalization
A problem with frameworks can be that they are created for a certain language which might make it
hard to create a website for a non standard language. Symfony does however include support for
both internationalization4 and localization5 of websites. The built in internationalization features is
based on a culture parameter that contains the country and the language for each user.
In order to translate a website into another language, the internationalization function has to be
manually activated in each application. Users who enter the website will then automatically be

4

An internationalized application contains multiple versions of the same content in different languages, also
referred to as i18n.
5
A localized application contains information specific to the geographical location from which it is accessed,
also referred to as l10n.
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assigned a default English culture. By changing the default culture into to the new language, parts
including the administration interface will automatically change language.
To also translate the validation error messages a dictionary file for the language must be created
containing translations of all error messages. Symfony use a helper function __() on all text that
should be able to be presented in multiple languages. When the function is executed it checks the
culture of the user and then tries to find a translation in that culture's dictionary.

3.9 Security
Symfony lets developers secure their projects by adding restrictions to actions or entire applications.
Securing an action is done by adding the action and the requirement for it in a security file for the
module in which the action resides. The requirements can be that the user has to be authorized or
have a certain credential such as administrator or moderator. Actions are not secure by default so it
is up to the developer to make sure that all sensitive actions are restricted properly. (Potencier &
Zaninotto, 2009)

newThread:
is_secure:

on

removeThread:
credentials:

moderator

moveThread:
credentials:

moderator

Code snippet 6: Parts of security.yml for the forum module

Code snippet 6 shows how operations on a forum can be restricted to moderators in the security file.
Normal users will be unable to execute removeThread and moveThread but they will still see the links
in the template to the actions. To only show certain parts of the code in the template to certain users
the function hasCredential() can be used to confirm that the user has the right credential. The
newThread action has no credential restriction but still requires the users to be logged in since
is_secure is set to on.
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4 Result: Implementation and testing
This chapter describes how the website was implemented and tested with the help of Symfony.

4.1 Evolutionary prototyping
A prototype implemented with only XHTML and CSS was first used in order to test design ideas in an
efficient way without spending time on implementing functionality. The first prototype was based on
initial ideas and illustrations from the customer. It was then extended and modified a number of
times based on feedback received on the current prototype.
Working with prototypes in Symfony was easy thanks to its separation of the presentation layer.
Each page in Symfony is made up of a layout, a template and an action. The layout contains the
global layout for several pages and acts like a frame for the page. The template contains the layout
for the page and the action prepares data for the template. By creating empty actions it is possible to
design prototype pages without the need to implement any code in the model and controller.

4.2 Database design
The database design was made using the already created prototype as a base to work from. Since the
customer did not have much knowledge on how to code websites, one goal was to make it easy to
edit information on the website. By storing informational text on the website inside the database,
the administration interface could be constructed to allow editing of this information in a simple way
without the need to change any code.
4.2.1 User authentication
Having a good database design is essential for large websites to ease implementation and increase
performance (Elmasri & Navathe, 2007). Using Symfony will unfortunately not automatically turn
someone into a good database designer but it does offer tools that can relieve the developer of some
of the work. One of these tools is the sfGuardPlugin, a plugin that extends Symfony with user
authentication. The plugin is written by Fabien Potencier, the creator of Symfony (Potencier,
sfGuardPlugin, 2009).
The sfGuardPlugin is a symfony plugin that provides authentication and authorization
features above the standard security feature of symfony. It gives you the model (user,
group and permission objects) and the modules (backend and frontend) to secure your
symfony application in a minute in a configurable plugin. (Potencier, sfGuardPlugin,
2009)
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The plugin offered a complete user authentication solution with encrypted passwords and associated
user groups. Since the plugin did provide the authentication functionality needed by the website the
database was designed with the plugin in mind. Instead of creating a custom made user entity in the
database the user entity created by the plugin was used, as a result all foreign keys to the user had to
be designed to point at that entity instead.
One of the strengths of the sfGuardPlugin was that it could match user groups together with
Symfony credentials. For instance if a user belonging to the moderator group would login on the
website he or she would automatically be assigned both user and moderator credentials. Another
strength was that the plugin seemed to have rather high cohesion; it was designed to be minimal and
only contain the necessary functionality needed for the authentication.
Cohesion can be defined as a measure of the degree elements in a module belong together. High
cohesion means that the actions inside a module contribute to a single purpose which is generally
desirable in software design. (Yu, Li, Zhao, & Dai, 2008)
Having a minimal user entity, with essentially only username and password attributes, is however
often not enough as was the case with this website. Additional information about the users had to be
stored in the database. Fortunately the plugin was also design to make extension of the user entity
simple. By creating an entity with the internal PHP name sfGuardUserProfile it is automatically linked
to user entity. This allowed access to data in the profile directly from the user object as seen in Code
snippet 7.

// Retrieve the current user object
$user = $this->getUser();
// Retrieve e-mail stored in the profile associated with the user
$e-mail = $user->getProfile()->getMail();

Code snippet 7: Accessing data from the user profile

4.2.2 Treatment programs
Illustration 10 shows how the treatment programs were realized in the database. The subscriber
entity contains users following programs and how far they have come in the treatment. Users will
automatically be advanced to the next step in all steps except the feedback where the therapist will
decide if the user is ready to be promoted to the next part of the program. For a more detailed
diagram see ER-diagram 1 in Appendix B: ER-diagram.
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Illustration 10: Database relations for treatments

4.2.3 Forum
The forum was constructed in a treelike structure where forum categories contain forums, forums
contain threads and threads contain posts. To let users see what threads they have not read yet two
extra tables was added; the first one stores information about when a thread was last read and the
other is used to store when all threads in a specific forum was last read. To make sure that the table
storing the read threads does not grow too large all related threads in the table will be deleted when
a user ask the website to mark all threads in a forum as read. A permission relation was also added to
allow different rights on a forum for different user groups. Illustration 11 shows how the different
parts are related to each other. For a more detailed diagram see ER-diagram 2 in Appendix B: ERdiagram.
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Illustration 11: Database relations for the forum

4.3 Database implementation
The next step after the database design was to create the schema file for the database. The process
went smoothly thanks to its simple syntax and the database with its corresponding base classes was
generated without problems. It was also easy to change or add tables in the database later during
the project by making changes to the file and regenerate the database.
One of the main strength of the ORM was the ability to retrieve and store records from the database
without writing any database specific queries. The generated code did provide functions for
retrieving a record by providing the primary key and to get all records related by a foreign key. For
more advanced queries a custom criteria object could be created and be provided to a peer class.
Code snippet 8 shows how the criteria object could be used to retrieve new messages for a user.
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static public function getNewMessagesForUser($user_id)
{
$criteria = new Criteria();
$criteria->add(MessagePeer::USER_ID,$user_id);
$criteria->add(MessagePeer::SEEN,false);
$criteria->addDescendingOrderByColumn(MessagePeer::CREATED_AT);
return MessagePeer::doSelect($criteria);
}

Code snippet 8: Custom database query with Propel

The solution with criteria objects did work well for most of the queries needed by the website and
was easy to use thanks to the syntax being similar to regular SQL. Unfortunately it did not work as
well on more complex queries with multiple nested layers of AND and OR conditions. These queries
were realized by combining multiple criteria objects resulting in a code that was hard to read.

4.4 Treatment programs
Since the website was made primarily to offer therapy services the treatment programs was the most
important part of the website. A user should be able to read theoretical information, perform
exercises and communicate with a therapist through nested messages. Looking from an
implementation perspective this involved graphical work to get a professional and user-friendly
design and a lot of work dealing with forms. The graphical work consisted mainly of coding CSS and
creating graphical images which the framework could not help with. For the forms Symfonys own
form solution was used.
The configuration process of the forms were easy and the same settings were set for many of the
forms including removing unwanted fields, renaming labels and choosing appropriate validators for
the widgets. The setup of the forms did require some time but the total time saved by using
generated forms was greater. Since many of the forms were going to operate on tables in the
database only a few forms had to be created manually.
Symfony was bundled with a wide range of validators for common field inputs including validation of
dates, e-mail addresses and URLs. The included validators did satisfy almost all validation needed for
the website with the exception of a few special cases unique for this website. Instead of checking
these unique cases each time before the form was saved custom validators were created. This way
all the validation code could be placed in the form object in a consistent way and since multiple
forms could use the same validators it allowed the code to be reused in a practical way.
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A problem with the validation was however that all error messages were in English while the website
was made to be in Swedish. This was solved by activating the internationalization and creating a
dictionary file for Swedish. The dictionary file was written in XLIFF which is an XML based format that
is standardized for localization. The dictionary file for the website was manually edited since only
around 20 sentences needed to be translated. Even so the file quickly became hard to read because
of the verbose syntax. Thanks to XLIFF being a standardized language there are automated tools that
can be used to ease translation of a larger website.
The CRUD generator was tested to see if it could speed up the development. Even though it did look
like a good tool it was not useful in the development of the website. The main reasons were because
it often added unneeded functionality like allowing editing of fields that should only be viewed, the
code that the CRUD generator generated felt to general, the templates were too simple and it took
more time to modify the generated code than writing it from scratch.
New modules for the website were instead created by copying an action from a module with similar
functionality. This approach worked better since the action seldom did require much rewriting and
the templates were going to be remade from scratch anyway.

4.5 Forum and articles
Besides the treatment programs the website should also host a forum and let the therapist publish
articles on the website. Like for the treatment programs the implementation consisted mainly of
dealing with forms but also included pagination and the use of a 3rd party rich text editor.
The articles, threads and message lists were parts of the website that could grow too large and
therefore had to be able to split into multiple pages. For this, the frameworks own pagination
solution was used. By selecting a table and choosing number of items per page, Symfonys pager
object could divide the table rows into pages. A database criteria object could also be provided to
customize the set of items that the pager worked on.

public function executeList(sfWebRequest $request)
{
$this->pager = new sfPropelPager('Article', 20));
$this->pager->setCriteria(ArticlePeer::getArticlesCriteria());
$this->pager->setPage($request->getParameter('page', 1));
$this->pager->init();
}

Code snippet 9: Using Symfonys pager class
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Code snippet 9 shows an action that was used to show articles on the website using Symfonys
pagination. The pager constructor took two arguments, the first one was the name of the table to
paginate and the second was the number of items that should be shown on each page. A criteria
object was also needed to ensure that the data was sorted in a correct order. Instead of creating the
criteria object directly in the action it was created and retrieved through a function in the article
model to increase reusability. The current page for the pager was then set to the HTTP GET
parameter called page. If the page parameter was not set, a default value would be used.
Symfonys pager did divide all items into separate pages but the links to change from one page to
another, as seen in Illustration 12, had to be created manually. This was done by coding a global
partial6 that created the links depending on in parameters for the current page and the URL for the
links. Several cases had to be considered to only show a maximum number of links at the same time
and make the first, previous, next and last page links only show up when needed. Testing were
required to ensure that all ranges were correct. Since most page links looks and works the same it
was surprising that Symfony did not come with a default solution.

Illustration 12: Pagination links

Several plugins were used for the website, one of those were the sfFormExtraPlugin that extended
Symfonys forms with additional functionallity. Like the sfGuardPlugin the sfFormExtraPlugin was
developed by members from the Symfony team and according to the plugins documentation it
contained form tools that had not been bundled with the framework since they were too specific or
had external dependencies. (Potencier, sfFormExtraPlugin, 2010)
The main reason why sfFormExtraPlugin was used was because the customer wanted to be able to
create articles on the website that did not only contain plain text and this plugin added support for
the rich text editor TinyMCE, as seen in Illustration 13. The editor was also used for forum post but
then with less editing options unlocked.

6

A partial is a reusable template fragment that can be included in other templates.
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Illustration 13: TinyMCE

4.6 Administration interface
Most parts of the administration interface for the website was generated by the framework.
Illustration 14 shows a generated interface for the database table containing the forums on the
website. All forums are shown in a list that was configured by specifying what attributes to show and
what labels to give them. The generated list allowed operations to be made on multiple elements
and did in most case let the user sort the list by clicking on an attribute name at the top. In this
example the forum table has been joined with a forum category table to retrieve the category name
instead of just displaying its identifier number that is stored as a foreign key in the forum table.

Illustration 14: Generated forum administration interface

The easiest way to join tables was to tell the generator to join all tables referred to by foreign keys;
this was done by setting one variable in the configuration file. The new fields can then be used like
the original fields with the exception that the sorting feature did not seem to work on joined or
calculated fields. Besides the list the page did also come with a filter that could be used to limit what
attributes that were shown in the list. The filter together with the ability to delete multiple elements
seemed like at good solution to moderate the forum if for instance a user started to post spam on
the website that had to be removed.
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The administration generator did work well and could most likely be used to create entire
administration interface for smaller websites. For this website however parts needed to be created
manually to make the administration easier. This was especially true for the interface for creating
and editing treatment programs since the programs were made up of multiple tables. The
administrator should not have to know how the tables were linked together to be able to successfully
editing them. Fortunately it was possible to combine both generated and manually coded modules in
the same application.
Since the internationalization already was activated and the default culture had been set to Swedish
the administration interface was generated in Swedish. One small problem was however that it did
not translate the “is empty” strings in the filter as seen in Illustration 15. This seemed to be a known
bug and no easy way around it was found.

Illustration 15: Some generated administration parts could not be translated to Swedish

4.7 Security
Symfonys built in security was used to restrict actions in the frontend to certain user groups. The
administration part of the website was however secured in an even more restricted way. Instead of
securing almost all actions in the backend the entire application was restricted to only users with
administration credentials. This could be done thanks to the separation of the frontend and backend
application reducing the risk of forgetting to secure any sensitive action.
URL routing was used to secure the website even further by not revealing anything about the file
structure. The routing file already contained default rules that had been generated when the
application was created. They made it possible to access all possible pages by writing an URL on the
form moduleName/actionName/ followed by any parameters. Those rules were removed and
instead replaced with a specific rule for each action to ensure no unwanted page was left accessible.
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A request that came from the customer was that the registering of new members should be
protected by a captcha7. The sfFormExtraPlugin did in fact come with a solution for this but was not
used because its captcha did not look profesional enough. Instead a plugin called sfCryptoCaptcha
was used that had a highly configurable captcha. The plugin did however not need much
configuration since the default values were good and it was easily integrated into the registration
form, as seen in Illustration 16.

Illustration 16: Captcha used on the website

Another request was to let users completely delete their accounts from the website, removing all
posts and all personal information from the database. This turned out to be really easy thanks to the
database being told to cascade on delete. That meant that when a user record was deleted all
records that had a reference to that user would also be deleted by the database. To make sure that
no user did get deleted by mistake a password check was also implemented for it.

4.8 Testing
To ensure that the website did work well it had to be thoroughly tested. This was done by validating
the code, using some of Symfonys built in test tools and manually browsing the website.
4.8.1 Compatibility
In order to make sure that the website could be visited by as many users as possible the code sent to
the browsers had to comply to set code standard. To ensure this both the XHTML and the CSS of the
website was evaluated with W3C’s validation tools. W3C or World Wide Web Consortium is an
organization that develops web standards (About W3C, 2010). Passing their evaluators almost
ensures that the website will work on most modern browsers today and likely will a long time into
the future.

7

Captcha is a test that tries to verify that the user is a human. It is often done by presenting the users
deformed letters and numbers that he or she has to copy in a form field.
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Since the website was made with compatibility in mind from the beginning it passed the validation
without any error or warnings. All code that the framework had generated passed as XHTML 1.0
Transitional which was fine but it would have been even better if they delivered the XHTML Strict
version.
The website was also manually tested in Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Safari, Google Chrome
and Opera during the development to ensure that it worked in the currently most popular web
browsers (W3Counter, 2010). No errors were found in the web browsers except in Internet Explorer
6 where a dropdown menu did not work. Since that browser was nine years old and the goal was to
add support for modern browser the error was ignored. Instead a warning text was added to the
website that tells users of Internet Explorer 6 that they need to upgrade their browser in order to
view the page.
4.8.2 Unit test
Unit tests are used to verify that functions and methods are working correctly. Symfony use its own
unit test framework called Lime for this. It comes with a set of testing methods that can be used to
perform different test on the function. When the test file is executed the test provides information
on what tests passed and if any of them failed the test also gives additional details about those cases.
(Potencier & Zaninotto, 2009)

require_once dirname(__FILE__).'/../bootstrap/unit.php';
$test = new lime_test(4, new lime_output_color());
$profile = new sfGuardUserProfile();
$test->is($profile->getFullName(),
"",
"::getFullName() no name set");
$profile->setName("Kalle");
$test->is($profile->getFullName(),
"Kalle",
"::getFullName() only firstname set");
$profile->setSurname("Anka");
$test->is($profile->getFullName(),
"Kalle Anka",
"::getFullName() full name set");
$profile = new sfGuardUserProfile();
$profile->setSurname("Anka");
$test->is($profile->getFullName(),
"Anka",
"::getFullName() only last name set");

Code snippet 10: Unit test
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Code snippet 10 shows an example of a unit test that was made to test a function residing in the
model for the user profiles. The function in question is called getFullName() and was made to return
the full name of a user by combining first name and last name. The test is performed by running the
function on four types of users; the first one have no name set at all, another have only first name
set, the next one have both first and last name set and the last one have only last name set. Limes
“is” condition was used to check that the returned value of the function matched set expected value.
The two first lines in the test file are used to setup the test. The lime_test() function takes two
arguments; the first one tells lime how many tests that will be run and the last on how the output
should be formatted. For the unit test to work the number of test had to be correctly set to the
actual number of test in the file. Illustration 17 shows the result of executing the test.

$ php symfony test:unit sfGuardUserProfile
1..4
ok 1 ok 2 ok 3 ok 4 Looks

::getFullName()
::getFullName()
::getFullName()
::getFullName()
like everything

no name set
only firstname set
full name set
only last name set
went fine.

Illustration 17: Execution of unit test

4.8.3 Functional test
Compared to unit tests, that are primarily used to test functions residing in the model, functional
tests are used to test entire parts of the application. They work by emulating a browser session and
verify that the responses from the server are correct. Setting up various test scenarios makes it
easier to see if a change breaks anything. (Potencier & Zaninotto, 2009)
Code snippet 11 shows an example how a functional test scenario for the website could be used. It
emulates a browser entering the website, clicks on a link leading to a contact form, filling in
information in the form fields and presses the send button. It then checks that the message was sent
by making sure that the browser was redirected to a page that is shown when a message is sent. By
extending this test with a set of different test cases for the input fields it could be used to test the
validation of the form fields.
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$browser->
get('/')->
click('Contact')->
setField('name','Kalle')->
setField('mail','kalle@anka.se')->
setField('message','a message from kalle')->
click('Send')->
with('response')->begin()->
isStatusCode(302)->
end()->
followRedirect()->
with('request')->begin()->
isParameter('action', 'sent')->
end()
;

Code snippet 11: Functional test

Since the functional test in the example emulates a real browser clicking the send button it actually
adds a message in the database. Both unit tests and functional tests often need to test functions
working with the database and therefore need to be able to access it. To make sure that the
database was not filled up with test data a separate database was used for this. The test database
was easily setup thanks to Symfony allowing the use of different database settings for different
environments.

4.9 Final thoughts on Symfony
The implementation of the website went smoothly without any real problems that could not be
sorted out by performing some minor research on the internet. Symfony came with various tools and
features that enhanced the development process without restricting it in any noticeable way.
The only actual difficulty with Symfony was for me the learning period in the begging before the
relation between all files and classes started to make sense. When I started this thesis work I had
previously constructed website though this was the first time using a framework. It took time to learn
Symfony and to convert my old functional web development thinking into a more object oriented
way with reuse and readability in focus.
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5 Discussion
This chapter discusses how using a framework can help improve web development, how some of the
initial choices was made for the project and also discuss what future works that can be done to
improve the website.

5.1 Using frameworks for web development
When developing software systems it is often the case that customers are unable to fully formulate
their requirements until later during the development process. This could act as a problem when
using traditional methodologies, like the waterfall model, where all requirements are needed in the
beginning of the development process. (Budde & Züllighoven, 1990)
Since the customer wanted to take part in the design process and design details was likely to change
during the development, the website was instead made using an agile development methodology.
Agile methodologies are used to produce software where requirements are allowed to change during
the development process and often include prototyping together with minimal documentation
(Livermore, 2007).
In my opinion agile software development with prototyping works especially well for websites since
the code in the prototypes can easily be reused in the actual product. Frameworks with MVC pattern
makes it even easier by forcing the separation of the presentation parts from its logic underneath
making it possible to create the view before the model and controller.
By using prototyping for this website the customer could follow the progress of the website and give
feedback through the whole development process. I believe that by involving the customer in the
design process there is bigger chance for the product to succeed on the assumption that people
generally like things they have taken part in creating. One minor drawback with prototyping is
however that the customer might misjudge the remaining development time needed since the
prototypes can be created fast and often looks similar to the finished website.
Another good reason for using frameworks in web development is because websites generally
consist of several common parts that can be reused including user authentication, form handling and
administration. Instead of recreating these parts its more convenient to let the framework do it and
since the framework is most likely created by professional web developers the code it generates is
likely to hold a good quality.
Even though Symfony was used for this specific report I am sure that many other frameworks would
also work well for development of a CBT website. As I see it the most essential part of a framework is
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that it has a good code structure, use a database abstraction layer and most importantly have a good
documentation.

5.2 Choice of platform
One of the choices that had to be made for the project was regarding what platform the website
should be developed for. Since the customer intended to upload the website to a web hotel the
programming language and database should preferably be widely used to ease the choice of hotel.
The customer and I decided to use a LAMP solution which meant using Linux as operating system,
Apache as web server, MySQL as database and PHP as the programming language. The decision was
based the following reasons:


I had previous knowledge about all parts



All software was free to use



I could use my own Linux server as a development server



PHP had a large user base and good documentation

Even though the LAMP bundle specified MySQL as the database the website was not locked to it. This
was because the framework, that the website would come to use, had an database abstraction that
made it possible to use a wide range of different database engines.

5.3 Choice of framework
The choice of framework for the project was not as easy as the platform, mainly because the large
number of frameworks that existed. Since I had no previous knowledge about any of them, and could
not possible test them all, I had to rely on reviews other developers had made on them. I choice two
seemingly popular frameworks to tryout and see if one of them suited the project.
The first framework I choice to test was Symfony which had a well written documentation and an
active user base. The first impression was mixed since it was hard to figure out how all files and
classes were connected but at the same time it was easy to see the advantage that its use of the
MVC design pattern offered in form of code readability. My impression of it became better the more
I used it and its structure felt more logical after reading all the official documentation and finishing
some tutorials.
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Symfony advantages


Easy to create database structures with YAML files



Database abstraction



Easy to write tests



Easy to generate administration interface



URL routing



Plugins



Well written documentation

Symfony disadvantages


Steep learning curve



Loading time

To get a better picture of Symfony I choice to compare it against a similar framework for PHP. After
research I choice to use CakePHP for this since it also was a framework built on MVC with database
abstraction and it seemed to have received generally positive reviews from its users.
As opposed to Symfony, it was rather easy to get started with CakePHP. My previously knowledge
from using Symfony probably had something to do with it but CakePHP felt generally simpler and
more lightweight. Unfortunately it lacked features that Symfony offered and the documentation was
not as good.

CakePHP advantages


Easy for first time users to get started



Database abstraction



URL routing



Plugins

CakePHP disadvantages


Loading time



Documentation of inferior quality compared to Symfonys
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Symfony and CakePHP were similar in many ways. They both took advantage of the MVC design
pattern and had similar help functions. However after I had weighed all the pros and cons my
decision ended up on Symfony. The reasoning being that Symfony felt like a more complete solution,
I liked its simple database management and since I already had learnt how it worked the steeper
learning curve was not an issue.

5.4 Future work
In my opinion a website will never be completely done. There will always be parts that can be
improved, bugs that needs to be taken care of and design that can be updated.
One part of the website that I believe could benefit from an update is the payment system. As it is
now users will sign up for a treatment program and receive instructions on how to pay through mail
from the site admin. There are companies that offer credit card solutions for websites but would
require the site owner to pay for it. A good solution might be to use a service like Payson that does
not have any monthly costs; instead it acquires a small part of the money that is transferred through
it. Another reason would be that Payson is a Swedish website that allows direct transaction with
many of the Swedish banks. Payson is also rather big in Sweden and used by popular websites such
as e-Bay and Tradera.
A feature that I discussed with the customer but did not add in the work was a tool to generate
dynamic forms. The idea was to be able to create forms in the administration interface that could
somehow be sent out to one or more users. These forms could for instance be used to see if a user
was suited for a certain treatment by answering relevant questions with likert scale 8.

8

Likert scale is a widely used scale in survey research. When answering a survey with likert scale the
respondents specify how much they agree to statements.
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6 Conclusion
The purpose with this report was to find out if the framework Symfony was an appropriate tool to
use for development of a website for therapy. For this to be true the framework had to be safe to
use, easy to maintain and flexible enough so that design ideas was not restricted by the framework.
Symfonys built in security together with the excellent sfGuard plugin did offer a powerful and highly
customizable security solution. As with all applications that supports plugins one should however be
careful with what plugins to install since many security threats can come from poorly written and
unmaintained plugins. Another important thing to keep in mind is that even though a Symfony
project can easily be made secure it can be all for nothing if the person who installs the website on
the public server does not know how to do it properly. This is because there are two ways of
installing the framework; the lazy way or the secure way.
The lazy way basically means that the whole project is placed in a folder that is web accessible and it
will work right away. The problem with this approach is that it allows access to all configuration files
including the one with the passwords to the databases.
The secure way requires some more work and involves only making the folder with the front
controllers, styles sheets, images and JavaScript accessible from the browser. This is done by either
configuring the web server or by using symbolic links.
When I first started to use Symfony I noticed a major increase in loading time of pages compared to
my earlier websites without any framework. The loading time for a specific page dropped after it had
been requested once and already existed in Symfonys cache but it still felt slow. This problem was
however easily solved by installing a PHP accelerator on the server which greatly improved loading
time down to a reasonable speed.
Maintaining websites made with most frameworks are easy thanks to their Model View Controller
separation of the code. For a person not familiar with Symfony time will however be required to
understand the folder structure for the project. As for flexibility I never felt that the framework did
restrict me in any way. Most of the tools were highly configurable and the choice to make something
without the extra help was always present.
Symfonys worst drawback was for me its steep learning curve. It took days to understand how the
framework worked and this first time of unknowingness might scare of people. For this project I
spent more time learning the framework and its features than actually creating the website. That
being said the next website I do with Symfony will most likely be done in a more time efficient way.
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My conclusion from this thesis work is that Symfony is a great tool to use for developing websites for
cognitive behavioural therapy. The strength that its tools provide exceeds the time needed to learn
it. However if time is an important factor then other framework with shorter learning time might be
a better choice.
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Appendix A: Definitions
This appendix explains definitions and abbreviations used throughout the report.

Agile methodologies: Development methods that allow requirements to change during the
development process.
Bulletin Board Code (BBCode): A simple markup language used to format posts on message boards.
The available tags are surrounded by square brackets and are translated to corresponding
XHML/HTML tags before being sent to the client.
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS): A language for describing the layout of a document. It is primarily
used to separate documents content from its presentation.
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT): A form of psychotherapy that aims to help solve problems in
peoples life such as anxiety, depression and eating disorder. It is a combination of cognitive therapy
that helps with how humans think and behavioural therapy that deals with how humans react to
those thoughts.
Cohesion: A measure on how strongly related actions are in a module.
CRUD: Acronym for the four essential functions for data storage: Create, Read, Update and Delete.
Database abstraction layer: Connects applications with databases through an unified interface.
Database details are hidden behind the interface which can make it possible to use multiple types of
databases engines without changing the code.
Extensible HyperText Markup Language (XHTML): A markup-language that is based on HTML, the
difference being that XHTML is stricter and requires to be written in a correct XML syntax.
Extensible Markup Language (XML): A markup-language for text documents. It defines a standard
syntax used to markup data with human-readable tags.
HyperText Markup Language (HTML): A markup-language which is used to write websites.
LAMP: A bundle of free open source software for web development generally including Linux as
operating system, Apache as web server, MySQL as database and PHP, Perl or Python as script
language.
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Model View Controller (MVC): A design pattern that describes a way to separate business logic
from its presentation by splitting the application into three different parts: the model contains all
data and logic, the view renders its screen representation and the controller handles the user
interaction.
MySQL: A relational database that is open source and commonly used by websites.
PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP): A scripting language that is used to create dynamic websites.
When a PHP webpage is requested it is parsed before being sent to the client generating parts of or
the entire HTML code for the page.
Prototyping: A development method that use prototypes to ease evaluation of design proposals for
potential products.
Waterfall model: A traditional software development method. It sequential runs through a set of
phases including requirements, design, implementation, verification and maintenance.
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C): An organization that provides standards for the World Wide
Web.
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Appendix B: ER-diagram
This appendix contains ER-diagram of the database that was used for the website.

ER-diagram 1: Treatment program .................................................................................................... 46
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ER-diagram 3: User profile ................................................................................................................ 48
ER-diagram 4: Private messages ........................................................................................................ 48
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ER-diagram 6: Frequently asked questions ........................................................................................ 49
ER-diagram 7: Forum rules ................................................................................................................ 49
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do in a set order to complete the program. For each part users
has to carry out three steps: first obtain information in a
theory step, then send in answer in a exercise step and last
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therapist in a feedback step.
The subscriber entity contains users following programs and
how far they have come in the treatment, the register for
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Appendix C: Screenshots
This appendix contains a collection of screenshots on the therapy website that was created in this
thesis work.

Screenshot 1: Start page ................................................................................................................... 52
Screenshot 2: Index page for user treatment .................................................................................... 52
Screenshot 3: A thread in the forum ................................................................................................. 53
Screenshot 4: Administration page ................................................................................................... 54
Screenshot 5: Generated interface for administrating users .............................................................. 54
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Screenshot 1: Start page

Screenshot 2: Index page for user treatment
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Screenshot 3: A thread in the forum
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Screenshot 4: Administration page

Screenshot 5: Generated interface for administrating users
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